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Comprehensive Congressional Data

“With countless ways to cross-reference legislative data, Quorum allows you to have Congress at your fingertips.”

Susan Brophy
Managing Director
The Glover Park Group

560,000 Votes
375,000 Press Releases
3,600,000 Tweets
410,000 Statements

4,812 Committees
76,000,000 Census Stats
850,000 Bills
2,000,000 Facebook Posts
Comprehensive Legislative Tracking

The world's most comprehensive database of legislative information at your fingertips.
Quickly access bills, votes, Tweets, Facebook posts, press releases, floor statements, and more from all 50 states and the U.S. Congress.

Access everything you need, all in one place.
Receive personalized notifications on your time.

Receive daily or weekly email alerts that are fine-tuned to your intentions based on any of the information in Quorum’s database.
Stay on top of every draft

Bill text comparison allows you to effortlessly highlight additions, subtractions, and modifications to every bill so you never miss a thing.
Quantitative Legislative Targeting

Actionable insights help identify active members, affected constituents, and legislative networks.
Identify the key players

See which Members are most active, influential, effective, and bipartisan in every issue area so you know exactly whom to include on your outreach list.
Discover your stakeholders

Quickly rank all congressional and state legislative districts by any of the 1,000 different demographic statistics in the American Community Survey to discover which constituents are most affected by your issue.
Expand your legislative coalition

Interact with networked relationship maps of every Member’s most frequent collaborators based on cosponsored bills, recent votes, and Tweets so you can make more informed asks of your traditional allies.
Modern Project Management

Track your meetings with ease and keep your entire team on the same page.
Organize your team’s workflow by client, issue, bill, or outreach campaign to keep everyone following a single, unified legislative strategy.

Ensure everyone is always on the same page.
Combine committee membership, staff contact information, legislative data, district demographic statistics, voting, and interactions into one auto-updating spreadsheet.

Generate legislative spreadsheets automatically

Combine committee membership, staff contact information, legislative data, district demographic statistics, voting, and interactions into one auto-updating spreadsheet.
Keep a record of your organization’s meetings with legislators and staffers and create reports to follow your team as they implement your legislative strategy across all 50 states.

Log your meetings and interactions
Integrated Legislative Outreach

Easily prepare for meetings and update stakeholders.
Quickly access legislator biographies, their most active issues, constituent demographics, and staff contact information so you can walk into every meeting fully prepared – even at a moment’s notice.

Find, print, and share what’s most important
Write comprehensive memos about a member’s statements, relevant bills and votes, and how they stack up in an issue area.

Supplement reports with actionable insights.
Effortlessly mail merge personalized emails to groups of members and staffers to make an ask, give an update, or share an event.

Update staffers